
 When we think about videogame 
icons, we might think about the       
companies like Ninetendo, or 
the characters we play as 
such as Mario or 
Link. But we can 
also see videogame 
icons as those people 
that achieved something 
that seemed                 
impossible—total        
domination of a game.  
 One of these icons is 
Billy Mitchell, who is 
known for his numerous     
accomplishments of high 
scores on various retro          
videogames. Back in what is 
known as the “Golden Age” for 
arcades, Mitchell made his way up 
the leaderboards with his inhuman 
like skills in games like Pac-Man, 
Donkey Kong, Donkey Kong Jr., 
BurgerTime, and Centipede. He       
established records such as being the 
first person to beat Pac-Man with a per-
fect score of 3,333,360, earned a score of 
886,900 points in Donkey Kong in 1982, 
and become the all-time leading scorer in 
Donkey Kong Jr. at 957,300 points.  
 Mitchell’s 7,881,050 score in    
BurgerTime stood until 2005. In 1985, he    
became the fifth person to achieve a score of 
over 10 million in a marathon play of Centipede.  
 All of these records along with his other 
accolades, earned him honors of being included in 
“The Top Video Game Players of the Year” in 
1983 as well as being included in the US Video 
Game Team in 1984. He is considered by many, to be 
one of the top ten video game players of all time. 
 Very impressive and historical records when it 
comes to the videogame community. Some records have 
been beaten through the years, especially around the 
2000s but Mitchell has gotten those records back. But 
there is one problem with some of his records that have 
been under investigation for very suspicious details. 
 Before taking a look at the details, we must talk about 
who made the allegations. Back in the “Golden Age” of       
arcades, one company was responsible for holding most of the 
records achieved by the players. That company was Twin      
Galaxies, of then, Iowa.  
 The company was founded on the 10th of November in 
1981 by Walter Day. Day saw an opportunity to capitalize on the      
spiking popularity of videogames and quickly partnered with the     
Guinness Book of World records, which only further legitimized his 
operation at Twin Galaxies. 
 Through the years, Twin Galaxies were the ones holding    
Mitchell’s records in the games stated above until 2018, which was 
when they decided to remove all Billy Mitchell’s scores stemming from 
what many believe is a falsified score of one million on Donkey Kong 
in 2005.  
 This search took a long time since a lot of different analysts, 
video experts, game experts, and eye-witness testimonies from people 
to finally prove the record to be false.  
 This scandal was a big deal since it made an appearance in the 
Guinness World Records.  
 Through the analysis made in the repetitions of the game, Twin 
Galaxies found some details that demonstrated the use of an emulator 
instead of an original arcade machine. The problem of using an          
emulator instead of an original arcade machine is the advantages that 
are achievable with the emulator over an arcade machine. Some of 
those advantages include the use of better controllers, graphics, audio 
queues, and one of the most important aspects, using an emulator has 
the ability to change the refresh rate of the emulation.  
 Changing the refresh rate of a videogame can affect               
everything—especially if we talk about an older videogame. This was 
also the main reason that Billy Mitchell was caught.  
 For most arcade games, the refresh rate is 60.6hz/s, the refresh 
rate occurs every second and it is critical when playing a videogame. A 
higher refresh rate means a smoother experience when playing a videogame.  
 The refresh rate for Donkey Kong is 60.6hz/s when emulating a videogame, the refresh rate by default is 60hz, and this 0.6 difference made 
the game glitch in a specific loading screen at the finale of the game.  
 This glitch is what ultimately caught Billy Mitchell prompting Twin Galaxies to remove him from their records, and by way, Guinness      
Records as well.  
 When the records were removed, Mitchell decided to file a lawsuit against Twin Galaxies not because the high scores were removed, but 
because of the implication that the record was not created on an original Donkey Kong arcade. Mitchell ultimately felt attacked, and that Twin     
Galaxies were “suppressing the truth.”  
 Journalism advisor Mr. Michael Vedo, has actually met Billy Mitchell and conversed with him over his turmoil caused by the legitimacy of 
his records.  
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